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IJL PREVIEW
SS18 TRENDS



Looking 
ahead
� e IJL catwalk will give visitors an insight into SS18 
fashions and how to make them work for your brand, 
says the show’s trends editor Rachael Taylor 

Raliegh Goss, 
Stand T10e

Aurum by Guðbjörg, 
Stand S106

(Right) Yoko 
London, 
Stand D20

ARTISAN APPEAL

� e cyclical nature of trends means 
that the market often craves the 
opposite of the last big craze. (A great 
example of this is fashion’s current 
U-turn from minimalist delicate 
diamond jewels to oversized 
maximalist costume 
baubles, particularly 
asymmetrical earrings.) 

A broader concept, and the 
basis for this trend, is our slow-burning 
passion for all things handmade and an 
appreciation for ancient techniques in the 

“Space 
has been a 
creative and 
commercial 
winner for 
some time”

THE NEXT FRONTIER

Space has been a creative and 
commercial winner for some time. 
To see how alluring it can be, head 
over to Astley Clarke’s stand at IJL to 
see creative director Dominic Jones’ 
planetarium of a debut collection.

While stars, moons and astrological 
signs are all commercial ways to tap 
into this trend, it goes a little deeper 
should you dare to venture. Silver is 
key: whether forming high-shine alien 
shapes like Yulan Jewellery, geometric 
cages like KickStarter Claire Macfarlane, 
or given a rough and sparkly � nish 
like Muscari’s Full Moon ring.

Gemstones that work well for 
this trend include otherworldly 
opals and rugged rocks like druzy 
gemstones or rough diamonds.

� ere is a retro element too – a vision 
of the future of space travel through the 
eyes of the 1960s. And just as their minds 

would have been blown to learn 
that we can now print our own 

precious jewellery, so will those 
of today’s consumers, who 
have probably never heard 
of rapid prototyping. Seek 
out collections made with 
this futuristic technology 
and make a point of it 
during sales pitches.

CHASE THE RAINBOW

It’s big, it’s bold and it’s going to draw 
a lot of attention – in shop windows as 
well as on the IJL catwalk. � is trend 
is all about incorporating colour into 
jewellery. A rainbow of sapphires 
would work well here, as would the 
fabric costume jewels de rigueur on the 
runways, but consider, too, chromatic 
� ashes that push boundaries.

At the top end of the market, designers 
are having fun with metal. Titanium, 
which can be heat-treated to turn it a 
variety of shades, including purple, blue 

and pink, is now a staple of high jewellery 
collections from houses such as Chopard. 
Meanwhile, trendsetting jewellers are 
tweaking alloys to o� er gold in hues 
including fuchsia, black, green and brown.

� is trend can also be explored 
with � ashes of enamel and high-tech 
ceramic. You will � nd some brilliant 
examples of modern ceramic jewels 
at � e Rock Hound in the IJL Design 
Gallery. Its Chromanteq collection 
coats white gold with vibrant nano 

ceramics in colours chosen to clash 
beautifully with bright gemstones.

While vivid titanium, gold, ceramic 
and enamel can carry equally colourful 
price tags, Chase the Rainbow is a 
democratic trend and works well for the 
gifting and self-purchasing markets. � ink 
IJL exhibitor Les Georgettes’ bangles (and 
now bags) with interchangeable colourful 
leather inserts. Likewise, silver jewels on 
silk chords or leather thongs will o� er 
bright hues and lower price points.

aftermath of the mass-production boom. 
You can see real evidence of this on the 
high street, as jewellers increasingly bring 
goldsmiths out of the back rooms and 

put them on display in stores.
While jewellery is no 

stranger to big factory runs, it is 
an industry that has retained 
archaic skills, and this trend 

is about celebrating the craft, 
not just the end result. Jewellery 

that uses centuries-old techniques 
like � ligree, enamelling, millegrain, 
granulation or gemstone carving 
suddenly seems incredibly fresh – and is 
valued. � ere are some great examples to 
be found at IJL, such as elaborate � ligree 
necklaces by Icelandic brand Aurum 
by Guðbjörg, and plique à jour enamel 
dragon� y brooches at CW Sellors.

In reality, for some consumers the skill 
that went into making a piece will not 
be as important as the look. Jewels that 
appear to have been handmade – rough, 
organic edges, personalised elements – 
can be enough to tap this trend. As will 
jewels that mimic the artistry of haute 
couture – embroidery, luxurious fabrics, 
fringing, brocade, embellishment.
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“As women start 
to dress up again, 
jewellery that � ts 
this aesthetic will 
be called for” 



enormous chandeliers (perhaps 
the strongest trend) and diamond 
necklaces from neck to navel.

Pearls are always a mainstay of 
bridal jewellery. Tap into the new 
energetic trends with pearls that o� er 
volume and have a modern edge. Or 
combine them with � oral motifs to 
create precious bouquets for the bride.

� e rest of the wedding party can 
join in, too, with fun, oversized jewels 
for bridesmaids, including increasingly 

popular hair jewellery (Gucci’s Resort 
2018 show has some great examples), 
and brooches, precious tie bars and 
pins for groomsmen who are looking 
beyond just accessorising with a watch.

As for the all-important engagement 
and wedding rings? Keep the boldly 
glamourous theme going with diamond 
halos to enhance a stone’s perceived size, 
scallop-set eternity bands and alternative 
designs with quirky styles, unusual 
gemstones or a handmade aesthetic.

BRIDAL TREND: 
BOLD SPIRITS

Wedding dress trends o� er a great insight 
into the mindset of brides. � e type of 
dress they choose will re� ect the sort of 
wedding they are planning, and indeed 
the style of jewellery they wish to wear 
on the big day. Looking at SS18 bridal 
catwalks from major designers such as 
Monique Lhuillier, Vera Wang, Jenny 
Packham and Marchesa, the overall mood 
is one of con� dence and exuberance.

Dresses on the catwalks were bold, 
with dramatic bell sleeves and capes, 
as well as sexy strapless gowns, deep 
V necklines and sheer panels in strategic 
places. � e jewellery was just as bold: 
� ve-string pearl chokers, statement 
cu� s, pearls worn stretched across 
the shoulders, asymmetrical earrings, 

Rykiel and Marc Jacobs, will opt for 
oversized, exaggerated versions.

Pearls are integral, either worn 
ironically in strings or subtly in more 

modern interpretations, such as 
Flora Bhattachary’s Aditi and Lotus, 

which can be found in the Design 
Gallery. As are diamonds, which 

should be kept light, in simple tennis 
bracelets or in � uid, delicate forms 
like Vixi Jewellery’s Dream pendant.

To capture that soft-blush palate, 
opt for rose gold or look for coloured 
gemstones such as kunzite, rose 
quartz, morganite, chalcedony or coral. 
Botanical references will also bring 
an instant touch of femininity. �

(Above) Clogau, Stand 
D61; Bronzallure, 
Stand D41

(Above right) Earrings, 
Yoko London, 
Stand D20; ring, 
Andrew Geoghegan, 
Stand R136

What’s new in jewellery? Email us your news atretail-jeweller@emap.com

TRUE ROMANCE

� e high streets have been stu� ed with 
athleisure, normcore and boyfriend 
jeans for so long that designers seem 
to have almost forgotten the art of 
feminine tailoring. But this is a trend 
that brands such as Rodarte, Molly 
Goddard and Christopher Kane are 
hoping to reverse with nipped waists, 
ladylike hemlines, lace, frills, pussy bows 
and more pastels than a bunch of peonies.

As women start to dress up again, 
jewellery that � ts this aesthetic will be 
called for. Classic suites of jewellery with 
small drops will suit a sophisticated 
customer, while those who are tapping 
into the tongue-in-cheek, dress-up 
angle of this trend, as seen at Sonia 


